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About This Game

"Slick controls, great writing, and a solar-system-wide mystery to unravel - what's not to love!" - PC PowerPlay magazine.

A comet has struck Jupiter’s moon Europa, opening its hidden, icy depths to exploration for the first time, and a team of
intelligent machines is sent to investigate. You take on the role of Verne, an inquisitive flying robot designed to venture into the

ice caves and look for signs of alien life.
What Verne discovers deep beneath the ice will challenge your ideas about identity, free will, and the fundamental nature of

humanity.
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Free-flowing precision flight using game controller or keyboard

Gripping science fiction story packed with discovery, deception, and betrayal

Bonus time-trial simulator levels to test your skills, complete with online leaderboards

Cool hardware inspired by real spaceflight and computing technology

Big philosophical ideas will keep you thinking long after the game is finished

Haunting ambient-electronic soundtrack by Moth Li
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Title: Ice Caves of Europa
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Io Normal
Publisher:
Io Normal
Release Date: 9 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i7 2.4GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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ice cave picos de europa. ice caves of europa

Wow! The most athmospheric and challeging simulation I have played in a long time. Really makes you feel like being on that
ice moon, exploring anomalies under the ice. Great graphics and a dry sense of humour.
But navigating the probe is very very challenging at times (I recomment using the X-Box controller): Disengage auto leveling, so
you can point the laser up- or downwards at a steep angle to vaporize and anylyze samples... but disengaging auto leveling also
means that you are then applying thrust which moves you sideways and thus away from the target above or beyond you.
Same thing for fighting against the currents of vents in tight spots. Normal thrust in auto leveling mode may be too weak, but
manoevering manually at the required high speed easily crashes you into the next cave wall.
Took me 8h to complete the game story. A bit abrupt ending and some wheels with a wheel are still turning in my head. Hope
there will be some future DLC or follow-on story.
But I will surely replay this episode from time to time. Very good value for the price!. I saw this game at PAX AUS 2018 and
wanted to give it a try since I like fine-control vehicular gameplay and aircraft. I stood there for a while and didn't get the
chance, I had more to see so I grabbed a card and left.

Had I played it there I might have been able to tell the developers a few things, but I digress.

Straight away, there are no ambient sounds or general sound effects except for some menuing sounds and using the laser. No
sounds for impacts, no sounds for the thrusters, no environmental sounds. Sure, okay, sound doesn't travel through a vaccum.
But you would still get *something* coming through the hull of the vehicle from the engines and impacts. Metal is not a
vaccum...
But maybe the robotic vehicle doesn't have a microphone because why would it need one? Well, I can hear the laser for some
reason. That's probably the only sound that is coming from the environment. Not to mention the robots already have full AI
personalities, so why wouldn't they be able to hear a bit?
In terms of design, no sound makes the world feel empty and it's difficult to get immersed. Not to mention a soundtrack that
isn't bad on its own, but just doesn't fit with the game half the time. You're flying for your life to get out of the caves and there's
just some serene spacey music playing.

But what about the caves?
They're kind of icy, linear, short, and they all look the same. Maybe Europa isn't the most exciting setting for a game. For what
is a feature that is the focus of even the game's title. It's a pretty dull afare.

Story.
I'm not a huge story nerd. But even I can tell this was bad. There was some recicoulous twists and triple-crossing going on by the
end that were just awful.
The flow of it was bad, a lot of the motives of the characters were pretty shallow. One of my stream viewers even described it as
a "bad fanfiction".
I didn't enjoy the characters, the humour (or lackthereof), or well, that's it. It's just characters talking to eachother. I swear, a
quarter to a third of the game is just written dialogue that goes on and on. My viewers complained that they were bored. Believe
me, you guys hit a new record for how unsatisfied my viewers were with a game I've played.
Here's a tip. Try not to tell 100% of your story through dialogue, otherwise I'll just go read a book. Now that I think about it,
this game felt a lot like a visual novel...

Now let's talk about the gameplay.
If there's anything to take away from this, it's that controlling the ship is good. I would prefer a bit more thrust, maybe through
an upgrade system. But I didn't have anywhere interesting to go. Just dark tunnels.
However that's it.
The tutorial part of the game was way too long and held the player's hand too much. Good games will show the player what to
do through the gameplay. Do not underestimate a human's ability to problem-solve.
Not only that, but the tutorial never ended. Every few seconds the game wrenches control from the player to give them more
boring, uninspired dialogue about some random thing, and every mission or two when a new mechanic needs to be introduced
(don't get your hopes up, there's only about three), the game breaks from the actual events to run the player through a no-risk
"simulation" filled with, yep, you guessed it. More dialogue between the characters. Just tell the player they have a new trick
they can use and let them loose. It's just a game, a death or two never hurt anyone.
In the end it boiled down to just; go through cave, shoot the laser at static objects, and hover in a spot. That's it. That is the
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entireity of the gameplay.

The game is not in Early Access even though it clearly feels unfinished. Just the lack of sound alone is enough to tell you that.
So don't bother with this game unless you like throwing money away. If anything you can finish it in under two hours and then
get a refund.. Mesmerising. The ice caves are spooky, enjoying this game, and can't wait to see what happens next...
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